
Safari Carnival

costume



You will need

A4 paper (and preferably a printer)
Scissors
Glue
Paint and paint brushes or coloured pens

First create your headdress base

The first step for all the designs is to create the headdress base. You can do this
with two pieces of A4. Print out the templates on pages 26 and 27 of this booklet.
If you can't print these out, then simply copy the shapes below onto two pieces of
A4.



Paint or colour your designs

The examples below show you how you can either go with traditional colours,
like in the pictures above, or you can use your imagination and creativity to try
some more unusual safari colours!

Fix the headdress base together, then glue on your
designs

To put your headdress base together you first cut out the oval shape, and then cut an
A4 piece of paper lengthways in half. You will be sticking the two strips to the front oval
shape to fit around your head. The half-heart shape you see at the bottom of the
picture is the part which sits on your forehead.



Once you have stuck the strips to each side of the headdress base front piece, you can
measure it around your head and fix it. You can then stick on your animal heads. You
want the front facing one stuck to the front, with the left and right facing ones stuck
either side of the headdress on the strips, like you can see in the pictures on the next
page.



For the collar base:

Print out the templates on pages 28-31 of this booklet. These templates will give you
four A4 pieces which make up the collar base. The 4 base pieces you need should
look like the picture below:

Once printed the pieces can be cut out, and glued together to form the collar base. 



Paint your base pieces

When you have stuck together your collar, and cut out your base pieces for the
headdress, we recommend you paint them so that the background works with
the finished designs. Here we have painted them grey, but you can go for any
colour which works with your chosen animal and colour scheme.

 

Print out your animal shapes

Pages 9 to 20 contain the animal shape templates for the headdress, and pages
21 to 25 contain smaller animal and tree images that you can use on your collar,
or add to the headdress to make it even more spectacular!



Decorate your collar!

Be as creative as you like here! You can even print out more large animal
heads to stick on to your collar as well as the headress. Really make your
collar ROARsome!

So here is your finished costume! In this final example our artist has made the
headdress even more exciting by putting more than one animal face on there,  
building up the height and making it a spectacular and fun headdress. 
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